Circular No. 01 /2012

It has come to the notice of Department that a Contractor / Agency has produced one CRC of bulk bitumen in two Divisions for two different works/agreements, claiming use of one tanker bitumen two times, that is a clear case of cheating, misconduct and imparting financial loss to the State Govt. by the contractor / agency. At the initial stage, departmental officers could not detect this fraud conducted by the agency but somehow it has surfaced and stern action against the agency has been taken by black listing them and furthermore, an FIR has been lodged by the Anti Corruption Bureau, Rajasthan against the contractor and field officers of Deptt. as well.

My intention to convey the details of this case is to make you aware about the possible mode of cheating and fraud you may come across and further to caution you to be more vigilant and alert so that such cases may not recurr in the Depttt.

(Hazari Lal Meena)  
Chief Engineer & Addl. Secy.  
PWD Rajasthan, Jaipur  
ceas@rajasthan.gov.in

Copy to the following for information / necessary action please:
1. To Hon’ble Minister, PWD, Govt. of Rajasthan, Jaipur
2. PS to Pr. Secretary to Govt., PWD, Secretariat, Jaipur
3. PS to Secretary to Govt., PWD Rajasthan, Secretariat, Jaipur.
4. PS to Chief Engineer, PWD (NH//Road/PMGSY/SS)
5. Addl. Chief Engineer________________________(All)
6. Superintending Engineer, PWD Circle.____________________(All)
7. TA-I/SE(R)/SE(PMGSY)/SE(NH)/SE(B)/SE(SS)
8. Executive Engineer, PWD Dn.________________________(All)
9. System Analyst, PWD to upload on PWD Website.
10. Executive Engineer(HQ)/Road/Bldg/BOT

(Ashok Arora)  
SE cum TA-To CE & AS  
PWD Rajasthan, Jaipur